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INFERENTIAL SOCIAL CONSENSUS AND RATIONAL ORGANIZATION

IN NORMAL AND PSYCHIATRIC REPRESENTATIONS

Alfredo O. lópez Alonso*

Resumen

El presente trabajo es una investigación referida a la matriz in
terencial de las representaciones sociales, en la que se estima que las
premisas, como punto de partida de las representaciones individua
les, juegan un papel primordial. Las premisas determinan nuevos
patrones de organización del razonamiento, al vincular de distinta
manera inferencial los significados literales de términos y conceptos
socialmente compartidos. Inician así procesos inferenciales que im
plican una diversificación a partir del significado literal de esos tér
minos, configurando distintas líneas de estructuras intcrenciales, cu
yas representaciones sociales e implicaciones diferirán de lo espera
do. El significado de los términos comprende dos aspectos: el signi
ficado literal, concepto primario, común y convergente de los tér
minos y el significado inferencial que diverge a través de las distin
tas estructuras inferenciales y de representaciones implicadas.

Aparentemente estables y convergentes, los signiticados litera
les se diversifican a través de significados inferenciales divergentes
según cómo sean relacionados por las premisas. Estos efectos son
más pronunciados en sujetos que son pacientes psiquiátricos, cuyas
estructuras reflejan una mayor asociación entre incoherencia, desor
ganización inferencial del pensamiento y pobreza de ajuste a la rea
lidad. El instrumento utilizado es el Tl:st de Coherencia de Razo

namil:nto (TCR) dado que muestra el proceso inferencial del sujeto
a través de 68 ítemes dando como resultado, su correspondiente
diagrama estructural. Sus resultados se agrupan en 40 estructuras
inferenciales distintas, provenientes de una muestra de 343 sujetos,
los que resultan significativos respecto a las sub-muestras de estu
diantes, pacientes psiquiátricos y sujetos control. Los significados
inferenciales se analizan sistémicamente por sub-muestra según la ti-
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picidad, coherencia Ít¡terna y ajuste / desajuste a la realidad en las re
presemaciones implicadas. La formación de conceptos y la com
prensión de los significados implícitos en las representaciones socia
les se analizan con respecto a la divergencia y convergencia inferen
cial de los mismos. Este fenómeno es central para la psicología so

cial y cognitiva y enventualmente, para la teoría de la complejidad y
el caos. Finalmente, los resultados son también discutidos dentro

del marco de la antropología cognitiva, la psicolingüísitca y un en

foque lógico-sistémico.

Palabras clave: Premisas - procesos inferenciales - coherencia de ra
zonamiento - consenso social - organización racional del pensa
miento - estructuras inferenciales - significado inferencial - conver

gencia y divergencia de significado - representaciones sociales - en
foque lógico-sistémico - inconmensurabilidad de la inferencia - teo
rías del caos y la complejidad.

Abstract

This is a research concerning the inferential matrix of social

represcntations, in which it is considered that premises, as starting
individual rcpresentations, play a relevant roleo Premises may
create rational or irrational patterns of reasoning organization

when they link same literal meanings inferentially. Four issues are
introduced: 1) Subjects' premises are adopted to evaluatc subjects'
internal coherence in a 68 item series of immcdiate inferences

derived from alternatively relating four terms (American 

Ar,gentine - European - Englishman), their assertions and denials,
by means of three modal expressions: has to be, cannot be, may be.

The instrument used is the Test of Reasoning Coherence (TRC).

Internal coherencc is qualitativcly-quantitatively measured by the

type and number of logical contradictions committed by subjects
against their own chosen premises. Besides inner coherence, these
measures reveal subjects' thought rational organization. 2) The
inferential structure of premises relations generated betwecn the

four terms are typitled by a difterent sign (+ / -) distribution

plotted within rectangular diagrams. Each sign distribution
provides a map of the subjcct inferential structure. Subjects are
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dustcred according to thcir similar or isomorphic sign distribution
in order to interpret its implications and inferenrial meanings. So,
the form of structures given by clusters' diagrams become the

U1lÍty of anaJysis for which the corresponding typicaJity (the
fn:quency numbers of adherenr subjects per structure) as indicator

of social consensus, and the corresponding average of Jogical
coherence (the mean score of conrradiction errors) as indicator of

rational organization, respectively, are statistically associated and

compared. 3) Premises are supposed to generate people's
represenrations as inferenrial webs, and so-created represenrations

become products of diver;gent inferential meanings construed by
premises over the conver;gentliteral meanings of the re1ated terms.
Results using the TRC allow to differenriate berween JiteraJ

meaning and inferentiaJ meaning. Literal meani1Jg refers tu terms
primary ordinary imporrs, while inferential meanings are
divergenr consequences of premises inferential processes
conveying diverse represenrations for the same set of terms when
re1ated or defined one another. 4) The association between the

indicators of different degrees of sociat"consensus (n-rypicality)
and of differenr leve1sof rational organization (M-coherence score
averages) is analyzed to explain hOlVsocial representations are
deveJopedas from rationaJ and conver;gent (consensual) individual

representations. As premises configure inferenrial structures whosc

implications diversi/)' from terms' literal meanings, they generate
processes of diverging inferential represenrations over the same

literal seto So the apparenrly stable, convergenr, Jiteral meaning

transt<:>rms intu unstable, divergenr inferential meanings -an
cffect stronger in psychiatric subjects showing poor reasoning
coherence, thought rational disorganization, and a maladjusted
sense of reality. Results, clustering 40 difterenr forms of inferenrial

structures from the 343 subjects total sample, are significanr
concerning three sub-poplllations involved (243 Stlldents, 50
Psychiatrics and 50 Controls), where inferential meanings
typicaJity, tnner coherence and representations

adjustment/maJadjustment are differenrially evalllated. These
three aspects are interentially analyzed by comparing the three
sllb-samples reslllts on the TRC, when ordering from higher to
lower the observed statistical vallles of the n-rypicality and the

corresponding M-rational coherence indicators. So 1¡-COnvergence
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(high n-typicality as akin to social consensus) and n-divergmce (as
n = 1 unshared individual structures akin toextreme divergence,
dissent and irrationality) of inferentialmeanings are interpreted in
terms of the strong association observed betwet:n the highest n

valut:s (typicality / convergence) and the lowest M-values
(coherence / rational-organization). Coincident inferential

processes help to explain the emergence of social consensus and
social representations as the coincidence / convergencc of
individuals' inferential structures that succeeded to be more

typical and more rational-coherent than others. Analysis of the
differt:nt sign distributions (+ / -) across diagrams allow to
characterize subjects' clusters of inferential meanings and

representations in terms of convet;gence / consensus /rationality or
of divergence / dissention / irrationality implications. Further,
concept learning and understanding are systemically reviewed,
whilt: inferenrial meaning divet;gence and convet;gence are discussed
as a central topic for cognitive social psychology, and eventually,
for complexity and chaos theory. The implications of literal and
inferential meanings as convergencc and divergence sources
respectively, are discussed as contribution t<Lilnthropological,
psycho-linguistic and logic-systemic approaches.

Key lVords: Premises - inferential processes - reasoning coherence 
social consensus - thought rational organization - inferential

structures - inferential meaning - meaning convergence and
divergence - social representations - logic-systemic approach
rational incommensurability - chaos and complexity theories.

This is a research concerning the inferential matrix of social representations.
It proposes that premises, as source representations, play a relevant role in
generating diverse inferential forms and paths for further individual and social

representations. Premises and representations are intertwined by reasoning
processes. Reasoning may be defined as the inferential proeess by which we can
obtain novel significant assertions -called consequences- as inferred from previous

assertions, that we trustingly affirm, and eall premises. Premises are thus
reasoning starting steps neeessary to sustain arguments concerning knowledge,
beliefs and opinions, but also to solve problems and build up representations that
categorize the perceived information from the world around. Premises are also a
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produce of decision making. They emerge as categorical assertions we ever
choose to determine alternative inferential paths that, for success or for failure,
our reasoning must adopt and foJlow on to represent, understand and respond to
the complexity of real world and its permanent transformations. Although may
be changed when necessary, premises are crucial keystones for the inferential

development of our general and everyday knowledge and to take our opportune
decisions. As we'lI try to show, they provide the inferential structures needed to

construct expansively novel and wider representations concepts as from former
and narrower ones.

Premises may create either rational or irrational patterns of reasoning
organization and representations when they link inferentially concepts literal
meanings in between. To prove this assertion, four main issues will be
introduced:

1.- Subjects' premises are adopted to evaluate subjects) internal coherence of
representation in a 68 item series of interlocked immediate inferences that derive
from alternatively relating four birth place terms (American - Ar;gentine 

European - Englishman) by means of three modal relations: has to be, cannot be)

may be. The implemented instrument is the Test of Reasoning Coherence (TRC)
whose technÍCal details will be provided later. This way, reasoning internal
coherence is qualitatively and quantitatively evaluated as a trait of representations
rationality by the type and number of logical contradictions committed by the
subjects against their own chosen premises. Behind the reasoning inner
coherence, the TCR scores reveal the subjects' thought rational organization and
allow to delve into it.

2.- The inferential structure of the above relations generated by the
subject's premises between the four terms in the TRC is characterized and

plotted by the sign distribution (+ / -) given by the corresponding rectangular
diagrams in Figure l. These diagrams show difterent sign distributions. Thus,
each distribution provides a map ofthe difterent inferential structures adopted by
the 343 subject general sample. These 343 maps were grouped according to the

isomorphism of the sign distributions within in order to cluster the subjects who
have chosen and shared the same inferential structure, and then compare those
c1usters between. The 343 subjects provided independently 40 different forms of
sign distribution, a selection of which is shown in the rectangular diagrams of
Figure l. Each form of distribution characterizes a different inferential structure
with a variable number of observations. Besidcs being idcntificd by the
corresponding sign distribution, each flxm of inferenrial structure is interprcted

by the inferenrial implications of the crossed representations between the four
terms provided inside. This way each cluster diagram turns out to be the main
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unity of analysis for the inferential representations provided by the 343 subjects.
The 40 dllsters inferential structures found are statistically described in Table 1
by providing:

a. - the corresponding cluster typicality, i.e., the number of subjects sharing
the same inferential structure, which becomes a gradual indicator of c1usters'
social representation consensus as n increases, and

b. - the corresponding average of logical coherence, or the mean score of
contradiction errors, used as a gradual indicator of the rational organization
related to each cluster inferential structure.

Clusters are respectively compared and correlated in terms of the n and M
characteristic values.

3.- If premises are supposed to generate people's representations as
inferential webs, the so c1l1stered structures will provide divergent inferential
meanings emanating from the subjects' relational representations between the
fOllr terms. This implies that diver;gent inferential meanings are construed over
the commonplace conver;gent literal meanings of the same set of terms. Insofar as

literal meanings are shared commonplace meanings, literal meanings are
convergent social representations. As the TRC allows to differentiate between
literal meaning and inferential meaning, then the TRC allows lO separate two
representation dimensions, one of conver;gence and one of diver;gence concerning
the meaning of social representations. Conver;gent literal meaning refers to the
terms' primary imports, while diver;gent inferential meanings refer to the
diverting inferential paths open by premises as they change the modal relations
defining the same literal terms one another. So alternant premises generate
branching off inferential representations from the same set of primary
representations.

4.- The association between the higher degree of typicality and the higher

average of inner coherence will be taken as indicalOrs of social consensus, the first
one, and of high qualitative levels of rational or;ganization, the second. Both
indicators will be analyzed to explain how social representations are developed as

convergent representations emerged from individuals' inferentially divergent
representations insofar as they are typical, internally coherent, and well organized
both rationally and realistically.

Convergent and divergent social processes are phenomena deserving lO be
encompassed by complexity and chaos theories. As premises configure inferential
structures whose implications divert from terms' literal meanings, they generate

systems' of inferential processes with diverging meaning representations. Each

diverging inferential structure is an open branch of dispersing meanings from the
same literal system. So it will be ofinterest to discuss the complexity ofhow social
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consl:nsus and social dissl:nsion I:merge from convergent and divergent individual
representations and how those convergent and divergent inferential processes are
related to novel concept formation and novel meaning understanding within the
interactive context of social representations and social communication.

The representations n-convergence (as the highest n akin to social
consensus and rationality) and the n-divergence (as the lowest n akin to dissent

and irrationality) will be also interpreted in terms of the representational
implications of the + / - distributions.

Respecting the four issues above several questions may arise, such as: How
do premises combine concepts and relations in a way to sustain different

inferential representations? How convergently and divergently do people's
spontaneous premises sta te the interrelationships between the same set of
concepts? What and how many different structures of inferential relations do
premises establish among the same set of concepts in different populations
samples? Up to what point does the coherence of reasoning depend on the
structure of inferences developed by premises? How well and pertinently do
people's premises represent and adjust to different real world conditions? Is there
any correlation between the Ievel of reasoning coherence and the sense of

adjustment to reality implied by the subject's chosen premises? How are
coherence, reality adjustment and premises typicality (or popularity) associated
between? In what do inferential structures differ concerning meaning
understanding and concept Iearning? and so on.

Premises in concept categorization and inferential representations

In current Cognitive Psychology, premises are envisaged as necessary
statements configuring preliminary mental models of reasoning processes
(Johnson-Laird, 1983) finally deriving into one ofvarious concIusions. Premises
linking arguments themselves are usually expected to be a coherent series o/
statements Ieading to the correet conclusion. It's usual for people to believe -and
to confound- that thinking in a coherent, logically correet way is the same as

thillkillg according to reality. Although these are not the same question, both
seem to be related to a certain extent. Notwithstanding, there is a social common

sellse recognizing that not any (apparently pertinent) assertion can be used as a
premise for a given conclusion, but only few ones to be semantically and

syntactically encoded in a pertillent content and contexto So still remains the
qllt:stion whether any at-first-sight pertinent premise is as good and qualified as
any other to secure the pertinent meaning and the better ullderstalldillg of the
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involved relationships among terms and meanings, and, consequently, to reach
the proper conclusion within a realistic representational contexto This matters not
only from a logical standpoint, but from a commonplace sense of adequacy to
reality, differentially fulfilled in individual as well as in collective representations
(Baron, 1995). So, coherence of social representations is not only a logical issue,
but fundamentally a cognitive and psycho-social issue concerning the social

meaning and mutual understanding of collective representations and social
lInagery.

Reasoning can be assessed firstly as logically valid or not (specifically, as
logically coherent or not) and secondly, reasoning can also be assessed as being a

proper rdlection ol' reality or noto The question is up to what point can these two
features be indepcndent one another, especially when reasoning is implied in
social representations.

Comparatively, the question involves two representations sources paralleling
the categories of data and process, respectively (Gardner & Sternberg, 1994) or,
as we understand, it involves the relations between information and inference
(López Alonso, 1997, 2000). Reasoning must necessarily refer to the factual

aspects of the perceptible world (data), as well as to the concept implications of
semantic, syntactic and inferential processes behind the mental representations of
the events' properties and relations. So, data information and data inference are
always intertwined in world's social representations.

Whatever the real world context, at least two main dimensions: logical

epistemological and cognitive-psychosocial-psycholinguistical can be traced from the
basic schemes conforming concepts, premises and representations. We will try
some relations concerning those two dimensions.

Concepts meaning and tenns relations are the first ingredients conforming

premises. Although authors couldn't manage to achieve a plenum consensus on
how a concept should be defined, concepts have been conceived by many to be
the basic structures of cognition enabling us to c1assif)r and interpret the
information about the world around. Premises, in this context, will be considered

as the product of basic representational schemes chosen to construct different
inferential relationships between concepts.

From the concept abstraction of events' attributes and relations within a

changing context of meaningful experiences, those subjects' representations
encoded as premises will open a way to infer what will be the same from the
different, as well as the affirmed from the denied concerning attributes' meanings

and relations' consequences. The traditional definition of a concept in psychology

is that of a category which divides so me domain into positive and negative
instances. So concepts are basically defined by a single rule.
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However, one reason for emphasizing multiple functions about concepts
formation is that theories of classification and concept representation often
embody implicit assumptions concerning their specific purpose. First, the classical
view on concepts has the formal criterion of assuming concepts as organized
around a defining set of esscntial features upon fixed and stable bases. But many
philosophers and linguists have contrarily argued that many commonplace
concepts (such as chair) have no defining features, or at least not necessary nor
suftlcient featurcs, giving place to non-satisf)ring explanations of the abovc
classical dass concepts formation concerning such unclear cases.

Opposed to those who still emphasize a system of classification by wdl
defined taxonomic categories, are those who propose that concepts are based on
natural meanings and fuzzy procedures. These ones focus on theories con cerned
with the pragmatic organization of real world representations based on collective
or individual experience or on concepts that are hierarchically structured upon
the basic level of naturally named objects. However, Keil (1979) suggested that
concepts are organized in ontological terms, being the distinction between
abstract ideas and concrete objects the first ontological distinction.

Within the naturalistic semantic approaches to concept memberships appear
other theories purporting exemplar, prototype, metaphor, theory dependence, and
juzzy concept membership definitions. Some of these various concept inferential
approaches of representations will be especially treated at the end section.

Psychologists adopting these alternative approaches have questioned the
classical orthodox concept-learning approach on the grounds of its artificiality
and have proposed a number of developments that lead to a greater interest in

how people store and organize real-world knowledge and experience. Some of
these developments were in the fidd of semantic me mor y organization, while
others have referred to representations systems and the hierarchical organization
of concepts bascd on taxonomies, inferential networks, ete. Semantic theorists
who challenged the notion of concepts as stable and well defined along set
inclusive categories, argued that other parallel concept memberships may be

variable, vague, obscure and even ill-defined.
Former anthropologists searched for concept structures as determined by

language and culture, while psycholinguists and philosophers reviewed language
usage afTecting proper concept meaning and understanding. Many of them
criticized that the natural concept learning is induced not from external pre
formed general categories on objeetive standpoints, but from a vividly typical

individual example, that makes category members to be approximative or more
or less typical, that is more or less equal to the individual typical cxample. This is

the case of the prototype approach particularly developed by Rosch (1973, 1974,
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1975, 1977), while others, like Smith and Medin (1981) have also proposed
alternative probabilistic as well as exemplar views of natural concept definitions
finally approaching to Zadeh's concept offuzzy-sets (1965).

A broader notion originally introduced by Bartlett (1932), making a
difterent approach to the human conceptual knowledge, is that of scherna. It
implies the more inferential and representational idea that novel information is

assimilated into ample conceptual frameworks which evolve through our
experience on real-world domains. So schema or schemata are some kind of
assimilating representations that reflect the cultural and social learning of the
subjects' own experiences. Later, Rumelhart (1980) argued that schemata exist at
many different levels of abstraction. Others, like Holland and colaborators

(1986) have interpreted that the induction of concepts, schemata, and mental
models is based upon mies arranged in default hierarchies.

Concerning implicit and explicit representations, Fodor (1975), Fodor and
Pylyshyn (1988) and others have argued for a representational theory of mind
where concepts are explicit tokens of implicit mental language. In contrast,
connectionist or parallel distributed processing models suggest that concepts are
represented dynamically in terms of a distributed activation patterns where no

such explicit tokens exist and where prototypes are a sole emergent property of
activation.

These alternative approaches have not yet achieved an approximate stable

consensus. Although it also appears that concepts are often organized by
representation theories,similarity relations to the exemplars and to the prototypes
are also important, as well as the effect from the contexto In this concern, there

have been some integration approaches between theory dependence and
similarity observations (Medin & Ortony, 1989). Concepts serve multiple

functions and perhaps each of the above approaches is especially suitable for only
a part of those functions. As Medin and Ortony affirm, it is stilllacking integrated
theories that assume multiple forms of representation.

Most approaches agree that subjects interpret and understand the world
that they perceive by means of concepts categories and representations, however
further criticisms and considerations concerning meaning realism, innativism,
direct perception and comtructivism are rather left in suspense in behalf of the
more technical character of the present study.

A final revision of concepts involved by premises tells us that a concept is a
mental representation that deserves a technical description of important formal
attributes of c1ass terms. Entities included in those concept terms or term sets are
usually real-world entities, although concepts need not have real-world
counterparts (e.g. unicorns). So, concepts may be thought as existing or non-
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p;isting, or as non-empty or empty sets. If they are non-empty and have existence,
~hen they have extension (conceptual extension), and this conceptual extension
may overlap or not, or may be included into or excluded out of the conceptual
~xtension of any other existing non-empty concepto Besides the extension
~efinition, concept have a comprehensive definition or intension. Extension

provides the representational quantity covered by concept members or their
proportion within the reference universe, while intension implies the qualitative
¡::oncept definition for determining category membership, including the
properties that specif)' the concept's implications of other concepts. However,
concepts representations may also have an imaginary or a virtual existence,
extension and intension in terms of creative individual processes of
representation, and these concept representation features when related in
between may impose an individual inferential structure of concepts relationships
into the spectrum of social interaction and representations. So social concept
representatíons may be so variously thought and many times vaguely defined.

From our standpoint, concepts have a literal, minimally explicit, pragmatic
definition that most social agents sharing the same language, culture and
collective experience automatically understand and immediately reply to any
other pair social agent, and so everybody usually goes on with no immediate
concept comprehensíon problems in social verbal intercommunícatíon. However
many of those literal, minimal, convergent definitions may be a source of great
debate when interlocutors detain on further implicit inferential meanings beyond
the standard literal meaning of the concept and then demand for a more detailed
account. From different approaches, Barsalou (1985), Kintsch (1998), Smith
(1995), for example, have found marked ínstability in people's definítions of
concepts, c1assification judgments, and typicality ratings. Concept inferential
instability is precisely the challenging question that we are facing in this study. As
we consider (López Alonso, 1990, 1991a) that the inferential meanings of
concepts go beyond the above mentioned minimal literal, standard definitions,
they should be then made necessarily explícit when their obscure implicatíons are
pointed out or when usual concepts are divergently related to other concepts.
However, these minimal standard literal definitions keep assuring a great deal of
sttrfaee eonvu;genee to permanently emerging divergent social representations and
communications. This is just the problem we are aiming at in this study. We also
believe that this ínferential divergence approach to concepts and concept
meanings reveals the variability and extension of social representations and their
formation from and beyond individual representations.

The standard meaning of a term when literally invoked out of usual context
may be randomly expanded in a network of inferential meanings (Kintsch, 1998),
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1999a, 1999b; López Alonso & Ricardi, 1993; Orsi, 1988: Ricardi, 1993) is
used as the basic experimental instrument to explore the following issues:

1.- How subjects' representation premises, as a set of prcliminary assertions
interrclating concept terms, conform divergent inferential structures going
beyond the literal meaning of those terms.

2.- How the isomorphically c1ustered inferential structures corrclate
dit1erentially between their Icvcl of reasoning coherence (M average) and thcir
degree ofsocial adhesion (n indicator oftypicality - popularity), and

3.- How are the representations more or Icss adjusted (or definitcly
maladjusted) to a c1ear-cut comprehensive sense of reality according to different
social groups or populations, such as high school students, and paired people as
purporting and not purporting psychiatric diagnose antecedents.

To attend these three issues, technical and methodological features of the TRC
as well it basic fundamental s will be briefly explained in the Method section bclow.

Our operational hypotheses are the following four:
Hl: There is a significant corrclation between the higher the number of

social adhesions (structure typicality) and the lower the mean average of
contradiction errors (the latter implying a higher Ievcl of internal coherence and

inferential or;ganization).

H2: The higher the number and the lower the mean average, the higher the
adjustment to a c1ear-cut comprehensive sense of reality and a rationality standard
of social representations. Contrarily, the lower the number and the higher the mean
denounces a higher maladjustment.

H3: The different inferential structures of premises generate a great variety of
representation systems disclosing the expansive divergence of the terms inferential
meaning, when rclated between, against the commonplace convergence and
invariability of terms literal meanings, when unrclated. The number of different
inferential structures divided the total sample size provides a sub-population
estimation index of the above inferential divergence.

H4: High typicality combined with high inner coherence and rational
or;ganization (the lowest M's), both resto re new convergence patterns into the
divergent stage of inferential social representations.

The representational systems involved in each cluster diagram will be
cognitivcly, psycho-socially and systemically analyzed and compared one another
with respect to their inferential meaning convergence / divergence on real world
adjusted criterions as well as corrclativcly on their consequent typicality and
rational coherent organization. The inclusion of a psychiatric subsample was
thought as the eventuality of pondering some differential disorganizing effects as
caused by mental disorders.
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The above criterion of c1ustering the interential structures according to their
sign distribution isomorphism and calling them represmtations inferential systems
indorses us with the systemic approach. A system is defined by the structure of
relationships between its units, rather than by the sum of them. In general
systems theory (von Bertalanffy, 1968, and others) it is usually stated that a
system is a set of interacting units with definite relationships among them. Such
relationships include both structure and processes. So a system becomes a more
reliable and efficient unity of analysis to run after. The systemic approach sketches
out the emergent effects of structures inferential meanings over the literal
meaning of the terms (as units). So, the meaning of a term when related to
another term purports a larger meaning encompassment over the basic meaning,
and a meaning expansion of the representational network surrounding and
interlocking the related terms (Kintsch, 1998). So, a conjoint meaning
enlargement emerges over the bare meaning of the terms when not related
between. In this concern, we adopt the basic hypothesis (H3).

The inferential structures provided in Figure 1, as obtained from
administering the same form of the TRC to the three type sub-samples, fit basic
requirements of systems and complexity scopes. So diagram c1usters allow to
recognize difterent inferential structures making a meaningful set of complex
systems to be analyzed and compared between. This approach combines both the
cognitive and complex-systemic scopes and provides a general framework to
analyze results in their psychosocial and psychiatric dimensions.

Premises have been at the crossroads of reasoning research. Old disputes
between opposite approaches to this matter, alternatively sustaining the
rationality or else the irrationality of human inferences, underlie and reappear
behind the topics above. Not to the intent of solving that conflict, but to amplify
its experimental scope, the TRC has shed results that may open a novel panorama
on that question. In previous studies using the TRC, some experimental evidence
was found concerning the existence of an implicit and varying logical
organization in the human mind (López Alonso, 1981, 1988, 1990, 1991a,
1991 b, 1996, 1997, 1999a, 1999b; López Alonso & Ricardi, 1993; Orsi, 1988).
This instrument, whose technical features are detailed below, asks subjects to
choose his / her own premises and, thereafter, to draw all possible immediate
inferences (such as the converse, obverse, obverted converse, contrapositive, obverted

contrapositive, in verse, and obverted in verse, Stebbing, 1965). This way subjects
build up interlocking series of inferences differentiable by their compatibility or
incompatibility with premises.

Surprisingly or not, several logic untrained subjects score O contradiction
errors along the 68 item TRC inferential series, so performing a perfeet
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isomorphism with formal logic and a perfect level of reasoning coherence. This
impressive result must be necessarily the byproduct of some kind of high natural
capability of mind's representations for logical organization. At least, some kind
of experimentally and semantically learned and ideally constructed logical
organization (still to be explored) involving inferential meanings among concepts
representations must exist, otherwise no untrained subject could ever have
reached by chance (1 / possibilities: 3 modal relations at exponent 64) such a
perfect Ievel of performance.

However, this impressive result does not come to reinforce the thesis of a
mental logic against a mental models approach, since coherence is a highly
complex and variable trait across the subjects' inferential representations. Its
variability depends ultimately on the subject's relationships choice upon the
same set of literal terms and experimental conditions. The very fact is that the
TRC scores make evident very divergent results concerning the above
supposed logical organization. This shows the TRC as a sensitive reflection
detecting differential levels of rational organization / disorganization through
the subjects' inferential performances. So, the TRC does not confirm the
existence of a mentallogic, but clearly reveals the existence of highly, middling
and poorly logically organized minds' representations, where mental models
help to explain better (but not enough) than mental logic. A comprehensive
explanation ofthat rational organization has been already given (López Alonso,
1990, 1991a, 1991b, 1992).

For the moment, we only attempt a minimal explanation of premises as an
emergent and specific product of reasoning starter and or;ganizer processes,
reflecting the most available concept representations in working memory or in
the nearest activated meaning nodes at the semantic concept networks
(Kíntsch, 1998). The subjective divergence of premises give us preciscly the
alternative track to follow on. The handicap etfects of literally manipulable
representations ofthe TRC provided terms (birth places) when rclated seem to
activate wholly and diversely the inferential meaning structures behind up to
the most distant and remote network nodes (Kíntsch, 1998) from the basic
meaning nodes of the terms when unrelated. This is a key problem, likely, more
of activated inferential meaning than of stagnant literal meaning. Viewing the
problem this way, the infen:ntial structures and amplif)ring representation
processes emerging around the related tenns seem to be more dispersible and
unpredictable and so more complex and chaotic in meaning than the proper
literal structures. Considering also, as suggested in our third hypothesis above
(H3), that the inferential relations linking terms make to an ampler and more
dispersing meaning of the terms than usual, then the problem itsclf is a way of
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explaining the contrasting results obtained as structures meanmgs expand
inferentially beyond its literal basis.

The remarkable point here is that the emergence of premises hides basic
categorizing processes making the inferential organization of the resolution of
reasoning. Hereafter, premises may still have farther influence on more complex
reasoning processes, such as concept representation, learning, problem solving,
decision-making, etc. Finally, premises play a pivotal role in the process of
transforming implicit inferences into explicít inferences (López A1onso, 1991 a,
1991b).

Method

Instrument

As already mentioned, the instrument used to explore the inferential
structures of representation is the TRC (Test of Reasoning Coherence, López
A1onso, 1981, 1988, 1996, 1997). This instrument was originally created to
rate reasoning coherence as a logical competence. Ir evaluates up to what point
[he trained or untrained reasoner is able to reason without incurring in self
contradictions with his / her own chosen premises. Ir measures the subject's
inner degree of reasoning coherence as well as his/her capability to anticípate
and prevent self-contradiction errors when inferring between their concept
representations. Ir also provides a level indicator of thought's rational
organization. Furthermore, the TRC allows to find a defined structure of the
subject's inferential relationships between a given set of concepts
representations as constructed by way of his/her selected premises. These
inferential structures are provided by means of the rectangular diagrams
presented in Figure 1 (in annexed end section) in which a set of 40 different +
/ - sign distributions configure and characterize the 343 subjects' inferential
structures behind their selected premises. Each diagram represents a cluster of
number of s~bjects inferential structures isomorphic within, while different
diagrams represent subjects' clusters of inferential structures divergent between.
In any case, for each cluster of isomorphic and convergent inferential structures
these have been independently chosen by the corresponding n - number of
adherent subjects.

The usual form of the TRC presents a list of 68 items where subjects are
asked to relate four concepts on people's attributes. The instrument can be
developed and varied in unlimited forms by only changing the set of four
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attributes to be inferentially related between. Changing the set of attributes
does not mean to change the TRC basic principies and fundamentals. T~ese
stay unvaried whatever the related set of terms.

Qne of the original forms, TRC - Form 1, constituted by continental and
country nationality, birth-places attributes, such as American (general),
A1lJentine, European, and Englishman, as the four term-concepts to be related,
was especially chosen to run this study.

In the First Pan of the TRC -four items- subjects are invited to estimate
from O % (for the empty set) to 100 % (for the universe set) the percentages in
which he / she believes the above four attributes do exist in the real world. The
tour percentages assigned to each of the above attributes constitute the
extensional premises (concepts extensions) of the TRC. By means of these
premises, subjects choose and assume the existence and extension they assign
each attribute over the universal set. Subjects in this part may be asked to state
a brief definition of what they understand is the literal meaning of each of the
four terms or concepts there provided.

In the Second Part of the TRC, subjects are asked to choose one of the
three modal relations, such as have to be (noted 1), cannot be (noted O), and
may be (noted P), as an eligible link between each possible pair of attributes as
long as each pair-attribute is changed from antecedent to consequent and from
afftrmed to denied terms for each item relation. This procedure gives rise to a
long, multiple, 64 item reasoning string of relational statements logically
intertwined, where the first twelve constitute the TRC relational premises
(defining the concepts' intension or comprehension one another). From these
premises on, all forms of immediate inferences as mentioned above (direct,
converse) obverse) obverted converse) contrapositive) obverted contrapositive,
in verse, and obverted inverse, as adapted from Stebbing's systematization,
1965) are derived and intertwined from the above twelve re1ational premises.
That is, six interlocked series of eight immediate inferenccs -such as the above
mentioned- are derived as the string remainder pan of the 48 item consequent
modal re1ations out of the twelve relation premises. However, the four
extensional premises and the twe1ve relational premises are sufficient to define
the inferential structures provided by the rectangular diagrams of Figure 1
whenever logically compatible between. For more details concerning the
fundamental and technical features of the TRC, corresponding response and
evaluation forms, diagrams and scoring procedures, see López Alonso (1981,
1988, 1996, 1997).

Concerning the above three relations presented in the TRC, have to be)
cannot be, and may be, these represent modal expressions ofthe copula covering
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all possible sets relations -such as inclusion, overlap, and exclusion, according
to Erickson's (1974, 1978) nomenclature. The above three relations are based
on the Aristotelian analysis of modal arguments, where 1) necessity, 2)
impossibility, and 3) possibility / contingency (Aristotle, IV b.C., 1995)
correspond to and sustain the modal relations 1) have to be, 2) cannot be and 3)
may be, respectively (López Alonso, 1996, 1997, 1999). These three relations
are also consistent with modern modal logic (Hughes and Cresswell, 1973)
and the fundamentals ofset theory (López Nonso, 1996, 1997).

As above stated, the TRC is evaluated on the subject's own created
premises, which are to be adopted by the evaluator whenever logically coherent
or compatible between. They are the premises for the above long 64 item
syllogistic system (string) wherefrom all immediate inferences are derived as
conclusions. The evaluation rests on applying the rules and principies of formal
logic and set theory to subject's adopted premises in a way that the evaluator
can derive a series of 64-items inferences parallel to those of the subject's. The
evaluator series is then matched item-to-item with those of the subject's series
in order to score and typit)r the number of contradictions errors. The number
and type of these contradictions allow to obtain both a quantitative and
qualitative evaluation of the subject's inner coherence and thought logical
organization. So, the TRC validity rests on the item-to-item isomorphism
between the subject's item responses and the corresponding items as obtained
by the evaluator using the rules of set and formal logic to the subject's
premises. This way, the TRC scores retlect the number and type of
contradiction errors given as those points between the two parallel series in
which the item-to-item isomorphism is broken; scoring and typit)ring those
points of the parallel item series where there is a discrepant modal-relation
between the subject's response and the corresponding relation as derived by
the evaluator himself. So scores provides the degree and type of
nonisomorphism between the subject's reasoning and the rules of formal logic
in what concerns the premises' inferential relations among the four terms or
concept attributes. In summary, the isomorphism between subject's reasoning
and formal logic sustains the TRC external and construct validity.

The TRC scoring procedures are based on the summing up computation
of item-to-item discrepancies and on its classification into sevcn different kinds
of contradiction errors. A zero score, meaning none contradiction error, is an
indicator of perfect reasoning cohercnce and thought rational organization on
the subject's part, while the higher the score and type number of errors, the
higher the sllbject's reasoning incoherence and unlevel of thought logical
disorganization.
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The TRC evaluation procedures allow to devise a representation Venn
inspired rectangular diagram of the subject's inferential structure between the
related meanings and concepts terms. This rectangular diagram provides the
iriferential map of the reasoner's structure corresponding to his j her coherent
premise relations. In Figure 1 the reader can tlnd the collection of 40 observed
different sign-distribution rectangular diagrams, isomorphic within, conforming
subjects clusters. Each diagram graphs 16 inner divisions between the four
overlapping rectangles representing each of the four attributes. The inner minor
rectangles can be identitled by a capitalletter (A for American, B far A1lfentine,
e for European, and D for Englishman) allocated at the upper right-hand corner
of the corresponding rectangle. The biggest rectangle delimiting externally the
wholc diagram corresponds to the universal set (U). As already mentioned, in
each diagram the reader can find a different distribution of + and - symbols
characterizing the corresponding premises inferential structure found in number
subjects' throughout the total sample. In the diagrams' + j - sign distribution,
+ is for non-void and - is for void intersections, as allowed by the implications of
the subjects' adopted premises using the three modal relations above. Again, for
more detailed procedures on how the three relations determine the + and 
symbols distribution (see López Alonso, 1988, 1996, 1997).

Each cluster diagram features the corresponding inferential structure
implied by the coincident set ol' chosen premises, where an exhaustive analysis
along Figure 1, allows tu analyze their variable adjustmentjmaladjustment to
dear-cut comprehensive real-world senses and their associated typicality and
inner coherence. This analysis is made in order to qualify as social
representations. The 40 structure ensemble also permits to appraise the
complex divergence of the inferential meanings open by the premises to
represent the changing and varying interrelationships emerged as from the
same set of l'our terms.

Clusters so detlned will be compared in between in terms of the
corresponding number of social adhesions -typicality-, the average of logical
coherence errors -reasoning rational organization- and the + j - distribution
itsell' far the inferential meaning implied in it rtnd its adjustment to real-world
sense. As the number increases it becomes an ever characterizing social feature;
Jnd as the average decreases (errors scores) ir shows a higher Ievel of reasoning
coherence and rarional organizJrion.

The corresponding observedfrequency of socialadhesionsto the same structure
-i.e. structure typicality- is thus obtained as the sum of subjects that chose the
same premises independently and share the same rectangular diagram in Figure l.

For both Method and Results sections, see Figure 1 and Tables 1 and 2.
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Total sample and subsamples

For the present study, the TRC \Vas administered to a total aggregate
sample 01' 343 subjects, ofwhich it is possible to disaggn:gate the three fol1owing

subsambplcs:
l. - One subsample \Vas integrated by 243 stlludents 01' 18 year old, from a

Buenos Aires industrial high-school nO! induding logics in thcir scholar
curriculum. .

2.- Other subsalllplc was forllled by 50 patients psychiatric whith
antecedent adulrs mcdically assisted and diagnosed in a Buenos Aires municipal
hospital, and

3.- subsample 01' 50 controls to the psychiatric sllbsample from the sallle
urban area and paired in main demographic variables. This disaggregation was
made in order to obtain comparative results concerning different meaningful sllb
poplllations. However, all subjccts were c1ustered according to their equal or
isomorphic inferential structurcs 01' premises over subsamples in order to
categorize each cluster in terms of: (1) the number of adhesions (c1usters'

typicality distribution by sub-populations), and (2) the average of contradiction
errors in the TRC (c1usters' associated Ievel of internal coherence and thought

or;ganization by sUb-poplllations). So, both number and mean are cross
categorized by inferential structures c1usrers and by sub-populations, and each
inferential cluster is analyzed by the total sample and by the source subsampIe 01'

its eventual members. The psychiatric subsampIe included neurotic, psychopathic
and psychotic diagnosed people.

The dynamics between logical coherence (as a rationality trait) versus real
world-adjustment (as a seme o/ reality trait) is analyzed in connection with n

typicality (as a psychosocial trait) and with M average coherence (as a cognitive
trait). These traits are chief topics behind each inferential representation system.
As the c!usters' n number differs, the weighed M average is finally obtained for
the total sample and sub-samples.

Results

The inferential diagrams in Figure 1 cluster the total 343 subjects into 40
different inferential structures isomorphic within, heteromorphic between, as
sets of premises representational systems shared by n independent adherent
subjects. So the 343 individual diagrams are reduced to only 40 diagrams in
terms 01' their equal or isomorphic + / - distriburions. However, each 01' the
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structures (diagrams) we:n: share:d by a signiticantly variable n - numbe:r of
adhere:nts (at .01 Chi square: test).

For cach cluster diagram in Figure 1, the reader can identify the
structure code number upon the roof line 01' the diagram, and also the: n
adherent numbe:r within pare:nthesis. At the right side: 01' the: diagrams, the
re:ader can find the following reslllts: Tis for the percentage al' n-adhcrents to
the strllcture over the total sample (343 subjects), S is for the percentage of
students adherents, C is for the percentage of control adherents, and Pis for

the percentage of psychiatric adherents. The M below is for the total sample
contradiction e:rror average within the cluster. Finally, at the bottom of each
diagram, the reader can identif)r the 12 modal rclational premises defining the
corresponding strllcture in the diagram lIsing the notation provided under
the heading of Figure 1, where A, B, C, D are for the four attributes, and 1,
O and Pare for the has to be, cannot be, and may be modal rclatians,
respectivcly.

Table 1 provides the tre:que:ncy distribution of n adherent and the M

averages carresponding to each type: of structure: mapped in Figure l. The first
(leftmost) column in Table 1 corresponds to the code numbers identif)ring each
inferential cluster. Rightward, come the corresponding columns for the total
sample (Nt = 343) and the disaggre:gated sllb-samples: Students (ns = 243),
Controls (nc = 50), and Psychiatrics (np = 50). Both the n- numberofadhesionJ
-social typicality- and the M contmdiction errors averages-as inverse indicator of
reaJOning coherenceand organization- are displayed in the corresponding sub
colllmns of the above colllmns.

AII columns and sllb-columns 01' Table 1 are vertically arranged from
above: to bclow according to the decreasing number of adhesions at the total

sample n sub-column. The: highest nllmber = 226 is at the top -carresponding
to Structure code 1- and the lowest -corresponding to 29 unshared,
individualistic n = 1 struetllres- are vertically displayed at the colllmn lower part
below a lot of intermediate 11 sized struetures. At the same time, the 29

idiosyncratic n - 1 strllctures are arranged within trom above to below
according to their source sllb-sample: Students (lIpper se:ctor), Controls
(middling sector), and Psychiatrics (lower sector). Within each sector, n = 1
structures are still arranged from above to below according to its increasing M
average or sllbject's proper score value (since n = 1), that is according to its
increasing inner incohe:rence.

Both rectangular diagrams in Figure 1 as well as structllre code nllmbe:rs
rows in Table 1 represent clllsters of varying inferential strllctures, varying n
typicality adhesions and varying M Ie'vels of inner coherence and thollght
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organization. However, aH those vanatlons configure diften:ntial tendencies
and levels correlations to be comparcd in between as exclusively determined by

the difterent inferential clusters. These assign divergcnt inferential meaning to
the original literal meaning of the original set of terms. The adjustment /
maladjustment tokens implied by each inferential cluster can be easily

interpreted across the implications of the corresponding + / - sign
distributions. Finally, the cluster representation criterion and its social typicality
are the traits to be compared with the average coherence, thought organization
and adjustment to reality.

Systematically, as it can be easily observed in Table 1, the general tendency
of the n decreasing numbers mostly coincide with the increasing values of
contradiction errors (M averages). This result supports hypothesis Hl that the
higher the popularity or typicality of premises inferential structures, the lower
the contradiction errors at stake or the higher the average leve! of inner
coherence.

Finally, Table 2 provides the frequency distribution of the n typicality

values, total sample and disaggregated (ns, nc, np ) sub-samples, corresponding
percentages, and averages. At the bottom of the mean columns' are provided
the weighed contradiction averages (wM) for the total sample and subsamples,
where the wM corresponding to Students and Psychiatrics differ significantly at
.01 level, two-tailed test.

Table 2 generalizes tendencies given in Figure 1 and Table 1, supporting
a combined confirmation of hypotheses H3 and H4 in what concerns the
interential meanings of the social representations tOJllards a higher conver;gence

in the case ofthe highest typicality and coherence clusters against the inferential
meanings towards a higher diver;gence and lower coherence in the case of the
individualistic clusters. It also confirms that the inferential meaning of social

representations of concepts is constructed fram divergent individuals
representations to convergent collective representations at differential and
increasing typicality and coherence leve!s. These results support indirectly
Kintsch arguments on the construction of concepts meaning (Kintsch, 1998).
This contrast between convergence and divergence of social representations
corre!ates with the inner coherence and thought rational organization of
corresponding social agents. A sub-table at the lower part ofTable 2, provides
the corre!ations between Table 2 1, III, V and VII under-headed columns,

corresponding to the different n-adhesions values, and the I1, IV, VI and VIII
columns corresponding to the M contradiction averages. Corre!ations are

negative because of the M's error scoring, but tend to decrcase from Studcnts
to Psychiatrics.
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. Discussion

It is a kt:ynott: rt:sult that tht: rt:al-world's suitability of the social

rt:prt:sentations implied by the premises st:t:m to hclp the rt:asoner's ability to
achkvt: dt:eper rationality insights in what concerns the highest Ievels of
coherenct: and thought organization. It is a way to better comprehend and
represent the world around and so anticipate and prevent self-contradictions.
From a logical standpoint, and since Aristotle, the truth-value of prt:mises was
t:mphasizt:d in connection with the propa form of the syllogism in order to

dt:monstratc the truth of conclusions. Howevt:r, we art: not here exposing only
a problem of formal logic, but a cognitive problem combining mind and logic
isomorphism, mind rational organization and inferential meaning processes
constructing world and social representations.

It is not a c10sed system problem of steadfast truth Ieading to reasoning
determination, but rather an open system of random and fuzzy thinking
sounding like whichever the premises, whichever the conclusions. However, it is
really a problem of choosing the proper premise, at the opportune time and at
the appropriate context in order to obtain the optimal final representation.
Choosing the proper premise may be a puzzle itself, and a riddle pro form as for
choosing the proper hypothesis to explain or the proper problem to solve. It
depends on the comprehensivent:ss and on the readiness of tht: previous
rt:presentations on the mattt:r. Premiscs e1cction, as well as mental modcls may
randomly dcpend on the rt:presentation system suitable at working memory
(Kintsch, 1998). Howevcr its organization -just the subtlest issue obtained
through the TRC- goes beyond; it is not only a matter of immediate, blurred,
inferential rclations, but of meaning inferential expansion and corresponding
adjustment, partially convergent and partially divergent when not distorting; a
vivid representation endeavor to discover, insight, invent, construct, understand
or realize holl' (rather than what) is and works world and social reality, against its

inherent complexity. For more critical analysis of social-livcly arguments against
those of formal logic (see Baron, 1995).

Tht: immediate question hert: is up to what point prcmiscs must be not only
true, but, first of all, suitable, full-comprehcnsive rt:prt:sentations, non distorting
clippings of reality, and cohert:ntly organized at least. This question rests beyond
formal logic, fundamentally in cognitive and social psychology as first interests.

Concerning results, it still remains to analyzt: what is the mealling of a c1ear
cut and comprehensivt: adjustment to real world sense implied in each of the 40
inferential diagrams of Figure 1 (Hipothesis H2). Tht: llumber adhesions may
characterize not only the degree of popularity and typicality, but also the
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differential degree of socialization of each representation system. Besides the
premises involvement in structures' organization, a second point is that the
higher the corresponding n's the higher the representational coherence and the
adjustment to an admitted social sense of reality. To define these representational
effects, it will be analyzed the inferential structures at the upper, middle and
lower parts ofTable l. Let us remember that Table 1 orders n values decreasingly
from above to below. So, the upper part is defined as the range of values 226 ~
n ~ 12, corresponding to the most typical and socialized structures; the
middling part is defined as 5 ~ n ~ 2, corresponding to non-common or scantily
shared structures, and, finally, the lower part includes the 29 n = 1 unshared
individual structures. We will examine at least three inferential structures from

each of these parts.

Interpreting the inferential structures from the upper part of Table 1
(226 ~ n ~ 12)

Inferential structure code number 1, in Figure 1, maps the most typical and
socialized of the inferential structures, with the highest adhesions (n = 226) and
the lowest contradiction average ( M = 3.06), the two extreme values for the total
sample. This structure reveals that the most clear-cut real world and social sense
representation is to interpret the terms (American, A1lfentine, European,
Englishman) and their relationships as continental and national birthplaces. This
interpretation appears as the most plausible when examining the + and 
distribution throughout the set sections of diagram 1 in Figure l. This
distribution reveals certain inclusion and exclusion relations between terms.

A1lfentines (rectangle B) faIl included in Americans (rectangle A), while
Englishmen (rectangle D) in Europeans (rectangle C). At the same time,
Americans and Europeans are mutually excluded, since all overlaps between A
and C, A and D, B and C, and B and D are - symbol void. These coincide with
the nationalities geograpbic maps representations; so birth place seems tbe most
clear-cut inferential representation featuring Structure 1, purporting tbe maximal
typicality and coherence.

Amplif)ring the interpretation scope of the n - adbesion number as a
relevant indicator of strong conl'e1lfence(for the majority n clusters), and of
extreme dive1lfence (for the n = 1 individual c1usters) taken as social
representations tokens, Structure 1 results full majority within the students
subsample, with n = 178 over 243 (73 % students) and tbe lowest incoherent
ratiilg (M = 2.59 errors average, the lowest in Table 1). Further, Structure 1 is

••
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also full majority in the controts subsample, with n = 37 over 50 (74 %) and,
again, the lowest incoherent rate (contradictions average M = 3.92). Finally,
Structure 1 is also observed in the psychiatric subsample as its highest adhesion
within there, with n = 11 over 50 (22 %). However, the majority of this
subsample spread dispersedly throughout 29 different structures (Structure 1
included) ofwhich 20 are individual structures (40 % subsample). Moreover, this
lower pan of Table 1 includes the highest contradiction error averages (M) as
seen in the extreme right-hand column of this table. Students and control
subsamples are signiticantly Iess disperse in this sense: Students record only 5
individual structures over 243 (2 %) although showing a higher coherence
performance -notice that individual unshared representations when combined
with a high performance in any ability may be an index of excellence or creativity.
Control s record only 4 individual structures over 50 subjects (8 %), although two
of them (Structures 16 and 13) show so high contradiction errors (29 and 45,
respectively) that become suspicious of fonuitous similarity to psychiatrics,
although with no antecedents in that concern.

Summarizing Tables 1 and 2, the general inferential dispersion and
representation divergence given from the same set of convergent literal terms is
as follows: 243 students disperse along 14 different structures (divergence index
14 7 243 = .058) with weighed incoherence average of 3.88 contradiction errors.
The 50 controls disperse along 10 different structures (divergence index = .20)
with weighed average of 6.95 errors. While 50 psychiatrics disperse along 29
different structures (divergence index '"' .58) with a weighed average of 22.95
errors. The total sample shows 40 different structures over 343 people (mean
divergence index = 0.117) with weighed average of7.11 errors. The maximum
divergence index is '"' l. The lower this index the higher the convergence of
inferential representations (H4). The estimated population average of the
employed TRC form is about 5.50 contradiction errors.

Setting the above extreme results in the context of chaos and complexity
theories, collective and individual social representations seem to emerge as
branching-off dissipative phenomena (Prigogine, 1996-1997) presenting the
Iesser inferential divergence and the higher convergence in Structure 1 and a
lot higher divergence in the remainder structures, where those more
convergent seem to convey a stronger rational organization in contrast with the
divergent ones. 1s this the way in which social representations do emerge and
conform as from individual representations? We think that they really do that
way. So meaning convergence and divergence of inferential representations may
help to better understand and explain the nature of social conflicts and
misunderstandings. These extremely contrasting results disconfirm any
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asslImption on a systcmatic mental logic, since premises as adopted by
reasoners seem to be a complex, emergent and divergent phenomenon rather a
simple one.

Continlling the inferential interpretation of some of the remaining
strllctllres of the lIppcr pan ofTable 1, we tlnd Strllctllre 4 (n = 30, M = 6.77)

where attriblltcs D (Englishmen) and e (ElIropeans), althollgh both mlltually
exclllding with A (Americans) and B (Argentines), hold no inclusion bllt an

overlapping rc1ation betwecn, in a way that Englishl11en, indistinctly, may or may
not be European. The inferential meaning of this representation c1early differs
from the political birthplace sense implicd by Structure 1, as well as from a strict
ethnic criteria.

This barcly differing structure l11akes place, eventllally, lO an ampler
spectrum ofinferential criteria between the four attriblltes, other than birth place.
So, in this case as in many other structures in Figure 1, the rclation between the
literal meanings of ElIropean and Englishman, as between any other attriblltes,
may dcpend on very different inferential senses and criteria sllch as hislOrical,

lingllistic, cultural, political, religiolls, ideological, jus sanguinis versus jus solis,
ete., rather than on the mere birthplace criterion, so arising an increasing the
expansion of inferential meanings as derived from that same set of literal terms.
However, whatever the criterion, it can be certainly aftlrmed that the divergent
inferential meanings of interrelated terms reveal meaning expansions that are in

pan convergent (typicality) and in pan divergent (idiosyncratic dissipative) going
far beyond the commonplace expected meaning, just as barely naming
Englishman or ElIropean as non-thoughtful concepts. This is a surface meaning
whose protollndness goes by way of interence (X).

Each interential structure so constitutes a different meaning system per se,
since it implies 11111chmore meaning than the mere sllm of literal meanings, or
casy colloquial lInheedy meanings. So, the observed variability differentially
interrelating the sllpposedly equal or stable literal mcanings contlrms the

randomness and lInpredictability projection of emergcnt inferential meanings
6"om the linguistic and representational semantic strllcture of literal and usual
Iexical l11eo1nings.

A similar, althollgh a little more complex phenomenon happens in Structure
2 (n = 23, M = 10.35) concerning the pair scts of A (American) and B
(Argcntine), on onc hand, and e (European), and D (Englishmo1n) on the other.
Alike Structurc 4, Structure 2 excllldes Americans and Argentines from bcing

Europco1n or English, and o1lso permits Englishmen to be not nccesso1rily
Europcan; however it dittcrs trom Structure 4 by incorporating a little more
inferential complexity to the concept of Argcntines as being not necessarily
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Americans. So, also in Structure 2, a criterion other than geographic birthplaces
operated, providing alternative inferential meanings to the relations between the
A and B attributes, on one hand, and the e and Dones, on the other.

Interpreting inferential structures from the middle part of Table 1
(5 ~ n ~ 2)

Concerning this middling part, Structure 6 (n = 5, M = 16.70) adopts
the same birth place criterion as Structure 1, however, provided the exceedingly
percentage values of the extensional premises (exhausting the U set 100 %), there
are no other logically possible birth places out of the Americans, Argentines,
European, or Englishmen birth places (e.g. no African, no Asian, no Australian
birth places) and the + - distribution changes. Structure 7 (n •• 5, M = 24.70)
presents a +, - distribution that makes all Argentines (B) included in Americans
(A), but at the same time permits both Americans and Argentines to be
indistinctly and not necessarily European (C) or English (D) -this latter not
necessarily European too. So, a criterion other than birthplace has also prevailed
in this case in a more complex and mixed way than in structures 4 and 2 above.
Structure 5 (n = 4; M = 24.12) makes the world a total melange, inferentially
melting all attributes by using exclusively the P relation, meaning that any
attribute in the world may be (or is compatible with) any other. Obviously, this is
a criterion entropic to the invoked so faroContrarily, Structure 8 (n •• 3; M =
5) makes European and Englishmen excluded each other and from any other
attribute.

Interpreting inferential structures from the lower part of Table 1 (n = 1)

Finally, when we get at the psychiatric unshared individual structures 37, 34
and 32 at the bottom ofTable 1 and the diagrams at the end of Figure 1, we find
that the inferential structures have turned into more complex and chaotic
patterns. Here, odd trends prevail inferring curious and extreme reductionistic
inc!usiIJns & exc!usions among attributes up to absorb most attributes into one
central attribute, just as American (A) in Structure 37 (M = 42), Argentine (B)
in Structures 34 (M = 47), and intersection American-Argentine-European
(A.B.C) in Structure 32 (M = 57). Argentine is the common nationality ofthese
three psychiatric subjects, diagnosed as severe psychotic. Indicators of complex
chaotic patterns from these erratic and extravagant structures, besides their

••
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notorious maladjustment to real-world facts, is that they comparatively
demanded a huger lot oftime to be evaluated. They also record the highest type
contradictions scores (individual M values) showing specific tokens of thought
rational disorganization in the premises formation and inferential representations.
These premises representations imply a far divergent inferential meaning from
what could ever remain of birthplaces. EfTectively, in Structure 37 (42 self
contradictions over 68 answers) both Argentines and Europeans are included in
Americans, save Englishmen who may be European only if they are American as
a necessary condition. Structure 34 (47 self-contradictions over 68 answers) and
Structure 32 (57 self-contradictions over 68 answers) show only two + symbols
throughout the 16 spaces in the diagram, within the B Argentine rectangle.
Those two only + symbols represent the whole existing universe. The whole
premises inferential meaning is the whole world is Ar;gentine or American
Argentine only, both representations being a reality reductive distortion. The
remnant problem is the possible consequences emerging behind these extreme
representations when socially interacting with other representations on the same
matter.

Final considerations

The TRC indicators of thought / inference disorganization lie in between
the instability and inconsistency of the reasoner's chosen premises and the
coherence and real world adjustment of theirconsequences. A10ng life any
human being can normally change his / her premises systems concerning the
meaning relations among any set of attributes, however those changes take place
at differerít time lapses to give rise to reorganization or instability /
disorganization, whether sufficiently or insufficiently long. Inferential instability
and incoherence showing disorganization may appear when intermittent changes
in premises schemes or representations happen faster than the time taking the
TRC from the premises lO the last consequence. More and more accelerated
changes in premises schemes will finally turo into increasing inferential
disorganization, impeding the reasoner's cognitive processes of timely
anticipating and preventing self-contradictions. However, if initial premises
selection schemes are insufficiently anticipatory or contradiclOry by themselves,
the most likely result willbe huge incoherence and disorganization.

The inferential structures with the highest rates of typicality and coherence
(i.e. Structure 1) coincide with a collective representation that less dislOrt reality
from the natural divergence of inferences. The higher the n adhesions and the
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lower the M errors averages, the higher seems to be the likelihood and stability
for an inferential structure to become a general social representation emerging
from among all other individual and idiosyncratic diverging representations.
Social representations -as social phenomena they are- also seem more likely to
emerge when they rd1ect people mcanings convcr;gtnce, in terms of cohcrent, non
dissonant and rational or;ganization. Social convergence seems the resultant of
multiple collective choices ever combining dear-cut meaning and
comprehensiveness, as shown by typicality and inner coherence rationality tokens,
from collective or popular representations that permanently emerge among all
interacting individual fuzzy representations within the social context; they work
as some kind of natural social selection based on those tokens above. Finally n and
M configure suitable indicators to predict thc most rccurrent candidatc to social

representation inside the complexity of social events.
Qne can doubtless condude that the most comprehensive and coherent

representational structures conceal a strong logical organization in contrast with
the disperse and self-contradictory ones. This contrast induces us to think up to
what point logic is not only a formal device but a remote comprehension of real
world representations. It also induces us to think up to what point an ampler and
stronger logical organization turns out to be indispensable to reach a deeper and
ampler comprehension of an ever increasingly complex reality and viceversa. Qne
could also speculate that mind's logical organization goes beyond the mere
formal rules of logic into an ever more complex construction of meaningful
representations needing an ever ampler and deeper comprehension of world and
society as a way to achieve its own mastery and self-rdlection balances. Contrarily
tu a uniform, unidirectional and stable conception of mind's abilities and
developments, inferential meaning organization may be progressively divergent
and convergent, sometimes biased and sometimes differentially learned. This
suggests that we must consider two kind oflogical abilities: one that is implicit in
thought organization and reasoning heuristics used for constructing and
representing the world internally, and another one that is an explicit formal
algorithm of reasoning. These two logical abilities must sometimes adjust one
another isomorphically in a way to reach a mutual balance, where initial implicit
representations need to be transformed into explicit ones by serially intertwining
those parallel inferential processes they involve.

Though self-contradictions may soon appear, becoming aware of them
urge s for a prompt inferential revision and a prompt rational solution to restore
the isomorphism as an inner balance needed to maintain. These are the points
where premises selection can reveal thdr pivotal role to contribute with
alternative inferential solutions to an ampler comprehensiveness. These are also

...
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the points where the mind's logical organization -whatever it could be- shows
complex and chaotic since it ever oscillates betwecn rationality and irrationality,
order and disordcr, control and non-control. Thcsc oscillatory non-linear
phenomena suggest a permancnt redundancy-cntropy balance that mind must
preserve bctween infcrentially convcrgent and inferentially divergent
representations putting at stake its own rational organization. Thcse are definite
issues for complexity and chaos theories.

Results also reveal a substantial track to tollow on meaning learning and
concept tormation, a track departing from the easy colloquial employment ofthe
literal meaning of terms, but going on divergent sets of inferential assumptions
as the same interloculOrs are demanded to relate and to redefine the use of same

terms one another. This track uncovers new expanding and divergent meaning
inferential dimensions behind the usual and convergent literal meaning
dimensions.

The divergent inferential structures expand multi-dimensionally the
pragmatic and basic semantic structllre of the terms -as retlected by the TRC
results. Usually, people understand easily one another when speaking and
enouncing terms like American, European, A1lJentine or Englishman, and the
sole literal meaning seems sufficient lO satis/)r the usual colloquialunderstanding.
lt is as if they come sharing a previous, implicit understanding of the spoken
terms. However, when one verifics that the same interlocutors work out a totally
divergent network of inferential relations as from their commonplace literal
senses, one is prone lO think that unshared parts ofimplicit meaning begin to rule
over the shared implicit parts that prevailed hitherto. lt's a sign that inferential
meanings divert from literal meanings every time that people's mutual
understanding begins to blur. This meaning divergence sets the question up to
what point are we really understanding ourselves in pragmatic, semantic senses,
or in serial of interence senses, when speaking one another. Communication must
enter here lO make explicit and shared the unshared implicit parts and thus lO
increase and maintain the necessary mutual understanding (López Alonso, 1990,
1991a).

Since the inferential representation goes beyond the commonly implicit,
literal meaning of the terms, a boundless space of misunderstanding, contingence
and controversy opens whenever expanding inferences involve basic concepts.
TRC results suggest that the ampler the premises comprehensiveness of
representations inferential structures, the better it prevents from contradiction
and social meaning misunderstanding.

Finally, results also deserve a brief appreciation on the implied systemic
approach and on its syntactic and semantic implications attcnding some cardinal

•.
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issues of linguistics and psycholinguistics. Among linguists, Ferdinand de
Saussure (1915-1959) was the first in interpreting language structures as a
system. He compared language to a chess game where the meanings ofterms are
configured on their relations to other terms withín the conten of the semantic
structllre as a whole organization. Later, linguistic anthropologists like Sapir
(1921) and Whorf ( 1956) conceived concepts representations as constructions
on real-world aspects, culturally depending on semantic patterns and linguistic
habits. This linguistic determinism and cultural relativism was later improved
when Rosch (1973, 1974, 1975, 1977, 1978) cognitive-anthropological
investigations proved that even culturally and linguistically conditioned
nomenclatures do not represent an inferential impediment for endo-cultural
subjects to change and reorganize newly in-put information they perceive into
exo-cultural alternative linguistic categories, showing this way that reasoning and
thought can master language to change semantic structures and categories,
however not contrariwise. We consider this is another power of inferences.

On his pan, Chomsky (1957, 1965, 1979) revived the rationalist insight
that humans have an innate capacity for grasping language and that all languages
share a common underlying formal structllre. This revealed a universal syntax
structure that Chomsky strove to define and termed deep strueture. Language
also Iearns and acquires surfaee struetures that are basically phonetical (pragmatic
and communicational too). Chomsky's linguistics was labeled generative
transformational grammar, a system that integrates both surface and deep
structures. We consider this transformation is the resultant of the inferential

power of concept representations.
Difterent psycholinguists from inside and outside Chomky's entourage

criticized his separation between syntax and semantíc aspects of language. For
instance, an openly critíc to Chomsky, like Roy Harris (mentioned by H.
Gardner, 1987) adduces that language syntactic analysis cannot be separated
from people's rationality given in meaning and representational processes.
Others, like Schank (1980) objected the syntax preeminence given by Chomsky
over the semantic and pragmatic aspects of language as a distorting modularity
eftcct. Computational linguists also systematically sustain the unavoidable
interaction between syntactic and semantic factors when programming language
simulations. Later, Lakoff and Ross (1976) questioned Chomsky's syntax
autonomy from semantics and proposed alternative grammars whose underlying
structures were deeper and c10ser to subjects' semantic representations.
Interestingly, Lakoff and Johnson (1995) explored the natural metaphoric
capability of human's mínd to explain meaning and Iinguistic categorization, as
\Vd I as concept formation and representation. According to their approach,
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metaphors can create realities, specially social rcalities and they can also englobe
both objectivist and subjectivist senses of reality. These authors also assert that
metaphors are of conceptual nature and that may vary in a complexity of
meanings, either revealing or cloaking different aspects of concepts. However,
when necessary, metaphors organize to make coherent those different aspects of
experience and concept representations. They consider that categorization is a
natural way to define, to understand and to identify, while metaphoric
categorization, though not tlxed is still understandabJe. So metaphors may have
a central infcrential roJe in understanding. For Lakoff and Johnson meaning
depends on people's understanding, and understanding always implies
categorization, while metaphors are in the way between categorization and
understanding.

The metaphoric approach opens a panorama in which it is easy to insert and
better interpret the above results using the TRe. For example, it is easy to
understand the dispersion and divergence of premises inferential structllres as a
reflection of concepts metaphoric variability when people uses the havc to be,
cannot be, and may be modal relations between. But these relationships make
evident that when shaping metaphorically those inferential structures that expand
meaning far beyond its literal counterparts, both the meaning increment of
inferential kind and the parallel meaning understanding depend on inseparable
intertwined syntactic and semantic inference transformation processes. Premises
are supposedly selected as a rdlection of both meaning representation and
understanding. Ifthe basic token ofmeaning is understanding -in the sense that:
meaning is meaning only if understood by someone- then premises
representations meanings alike understanding are nuclear processes conforming
and transforming inferentially syntax and semantics in between providing a by
product of two kind of meanings: a relational concept meaning and an inherent
concept meaning. That is to say, relations become an aggregate meaning to
unrelated original meaning. A byproduct of meanings that provides an ampler
meaning as result of combined syntax and semantic inferential processing. This
seems to be made in the same way as a plastic artist molds the amorphous mass
of clay into an esthetic form, combining matter and formo So metaphors show
recursive plasticity and mirror reflections effects as inferential powers of mind.
This transformation power of mind and language is endowed by inferences and
tllrns out necessary to understand the convergence and divergence meaning
alternations of social representations.

Finally, results show that the inferential divergence of structures provide
alternating representations systems with unlimited meanings and implications
attesting the multilinear inferential paths in which they are separate and
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incomparable bctwcen. Rcpresentation systems can be appropriately evaluated
only within its proper inferential structure. This is a fact showing the complex
systemic nature of inferential structures and representations helping to better
understand why anti-orthodox epistemologists like Kuhn (1970) and Feyerabend
(1962, 1975) have sustained that seientifie theories are ineommensurable
between. Effectivcly, the above TRC findings appear to corroborate the theses of
these epistomologists, in the sense that also seientifie theories are separate systems
of inferential rcpresentations. Funhermore, the same findings also allow to
better understand why literal translations always fail: it is beeause language
eomprehension neeessary to translate from one language to another basically
requires to decipher the inferential strueture oflanguage going beyond the mere
literal semantie and syntactie struetures. Inferential struetures are separate
systems but ifwe need to eonneet inferentially two separate systems between, we
must create a bigger point-to-point inferential system sweeping the other two as
subsystems within. So inferential systems eneode and eircumseribe the
transforming domains and limits of language and logie. Logie is nonsense
outside systems; beeause logie is inferential and follows one linear inferential
path. This faet eould help to explain somehow the irrationality and high
ineoherenee of some psyehiatrie struetures, where the logie therein seems to be
non-linear and non-systemic in its inferential development.
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Figure 1

Rectangular diagrams corresponding to 40 c1ustered inferential structures
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Structure Code N° 1 (n. 226)
T. 65.9 %

5.73 %

C. 74%

p. 22 %

M - 3.06

B1A D1C AOC AOD BOC BOD
APB CPD COA DOA COB DOB

Structure Code N° 2 (n. 23)
T. 6.7 %

5.6%
C·6%
p. lO %

M.l0.35
BPA DPC AOC AOD BOC BOD
APB CPD COA DOA COB DOB

Structure Code N° 6 (n. 5)

T. 1.46 %

S = 0.8%
C ••

P-6%
M. 16.70

B1A OlC AOC AOD BOC BOD
APB CPD COA DOA COB DOS

Structure Code N° 4 (n • 30)
T. 8.7 %

S-"%
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Structure Code N° 3 (n • 12)
T. 3.5 %
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P =-
M - 6.87

BPA Dl C AOC AOD BOC BOD
APB CPD COA DOA COB DOB

Structure Code N° 7 (n = 5)
T. 1.46 %

S = 0.4 %

C·2%
P·6%
M·24.70

B1A DPC APC APD BPC BPD
APB CPD CPA DPA CPB DPB

Notatíon:

k American - 8: Argentine - C: European - O: Englishman
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Figure 1 (Continuation 1)

Rectangular diagrams corresponding to 40 c1usteredinferential structures
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Notaríon:

A: American - 8: Argentine - C: European - O: Englishman
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Figure 1 (Continuation 2)

Rectangular diagrams corresponding to 40 c1ustered inferential structures
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Figure 1 (Continuation 3)

Rectangular diagrams corresponding to 40 c1ustered inferential structures
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Notation:
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Figure 1 (Continuation 4)

Rectangular diagrams corresponding to 40 c1ustered inferential struetures
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Figure 1 (Continuation 5)

Rectangular diagrams corresponding to 40 c1ustered inferential structures

Structure Code N° 21 (n - 1) Structure Code N° 38 (n - 1)
- A -U

+
+8

-

--+C I
-

--+I o
-

++- + A -U

+
-8

+
+--CI

+
+-+ IO

+
+-+T- 0.29 %

5- -
C - •

P-2%
M e 35.00

BPA OPC AOC APO BOC OPB
A1B CPO COA OPA COB BPO

T - 0.29%
5-
C--

P - 2%
M - 35.00

B1A OPC APC APO BPC BPO
APB CPO CPA OPA CPB OPB

Structure Code N° 33 (n = 1) Structure Code N° 27 (n - 1)
T - 0.29 %
5--
C =-
P - 2%

M = 39.00

B1A DPC APC APO BPC BOD
APB CPO CPA OPA CPB OOB

+ A -U

+
-8

+
+--CI

+

--+I O

+

--+

5--
T = 0.29 %

C _.

P-2%
M - 36.00

B1A OPC APC APO B1C BPO
APB CPO CPA OPA CPB OPB

+ A +U

-
-8

+

+-+C I

+

+-+I O

+

--+

Structure Code N° 29 (n - 1) Structure Code N° 19 (n - 1)

+ A +U

+
+8

-

--- C I
+

+++ IO

+
+++ T - 0.29 %

5- -
C - •

P - 2%
M - 40.00

BPA DPC APC APO BPC BPO
Al B CPO CPA OPA CPB OPB

- A +U

+
+8

-
+++ C I

-
+++I O

-
+++T - 0.29 %

5-·
C -

P-2%
M - 39.00

BPA OPC APC APO BPC BPO
APB C10 CPA OPA CPB OPB

Notation:

A: American· 8: Argentine • C: European • O: Englishman
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Figure 1 (Continuation 6)

Rectangular diagrams corresponding to40 c1ustered inferential structures

Structure Code N° 23 (n = 1)

+ A +U

+

+8

+

+++C I
-

-++ Io
-

-++
Structure Code N" 37 (n - 1)

T - 0.29 %
s--
c-
P-2"
M- 42.00

B1A O~ A~ Aro BCP BPO
APB cro ClA OPA CPB OPB

+ A +U

+

-8

+

+--
CI

+

+--I o
+

+-+T - 0.29 %

S - -

C-

P-2%

M - 41,00

BM O~ A~ AOO B~ Bro
APB cro CPA OOA CPB OPB

Structure Code N° 34 (n - 1)

~- A : U T-0.29%

- -8 s--
_ + - - C C--
- - + - o P-2%

_ " _ _ M- 47.00
BPA 01C A1C AOO B1C DP8
A1B cro CPA DOA C1B 01B

Structure Code N° 32 (n - 1)

~A .- UT-0.29%

- -8 s--
o + _ -c C--

- + - - OP-2%
_ _ _ _ M- 57.00

B1A 01C A1C Aro B1C BPO
A1B COO C1A OlA C1B 01B

Notatían:

A: American - B: Argentine - c: European - O: Englishman
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Table 1

Tipicality of c1ustered inferential structures and corresponding reasoning coherence
(contradiction errors averages M)

Structure TotalStudentsControlsPsychiatric
Code

SampleSubsampleSubsampleSubsample
N = 343

n = 243n = 50n = 50

N°

nMnMnMnM

1

2263.061782.59373.92117.73
4

306.77276.46210.5017.50
2

2310.35158.5736.67517.90
3

126.87107.0026.25--

6
516.70215.50-

-317.50
7

524.7017.50119.50332.17
5

424.1215.00132.50229.50
8

35.0035.00----

24
210.50111.50-

-19.50
28

211.50-
---211.50

17
223.00-

---223.00
9

16.0016.00----
10

17.0017.00-
---

12
17.0017.00-

---

40
17.0017.00-

---
11

113.00113.00-
---

14
16.00-

-16.00--

15
117.00-

-117.00--

16
129.00-

-129.00--

13
145.00-

-145.00--
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Table 1 (Continuation)

Tipicality of c1ustered inferential structures and corresponding reasoning coherence
(contradiction errors averages M)

Structure TotalStudentsControlsPsychiatric
Code

SampleSubsampleSubsampleSubsample
N = 343

n = 243n = 50n = 50

N°

nMnMnMnM

31

115.00-
---115.00

30
116.00-

---116.00
22

120.00-
---120.00

18
127.00-

---127.00
26

128.00-
---128.00

25
129.00-

---129.00
20

133.00-
---133.00

35
133.00-

---133.00
36

133.00-
---133.00

39
134.00-

---134.00
21

135.00-
---135.00

38
135.00----135.00

33
136.00-

---136.00
27

139.00-
---139.00

29
139.00-

---139.00
19

140.00-
---140.00

23
141.00-

---141.00
37

142.00-
---142.00

34
147.00-

---147.00
32

157.00-
---157.00
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Table 2

Tipicality, frequency distribution, percentages and corresponding contradiction errors averages

Total Sample N = 343n Total
Freq.dístrib. Studens n - 243Controls n-50Psychiatric n-50

TYPlcallty

01 n values Prom.Prom.
per structure

(Structures'PartíalPartíalE.rrorPartía E.rror
n

% o/Ndivergence)Mn%Mn%Mn% M

226
65.89 13.0617873.002.5937743.921122 7.33

30
8.75 16.772711.006.462410.5012 7.50

23
6.70 110.35156.008.57366.67S10 17.90

12
3.50 16.87104.007.00246.25-- -

5(x2)
2.91220.7031.212.83 1219.5061224.83

4
1.17 124.1210.45.001232.502429.50

3
0.87 15.0031.25.00-- --- -

2(x3)
1.75315.0010.411.50 -- -S10 15.70

1(x29)
8.462928.14S2.008.004824.25204033.95

N =343

10040wM-7.11243100wM -3.88SO100wM -6.9550100wM =22.95
5-7.38

5-2.305-6.89.
5-10.68
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11111 IVV VIVII VIII

S
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